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At the crossroad between ow topology analysis and turbulence modeling, a priori
studies are a reliable tool to understand the underlying physics of the subgrid-scale
(SGS) motions in turbulent ows. In this paper, properties of the SGS features in
the framework of a large-eddy simulation are studied for a turbulent Rayleigh-Benard
convection (RBC). To do so, data from direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a tur-
bulent air-lled RBC in a rectangular cavity of aspect ratio unity and  spanwise
open-ended distance are used at two Rayleigh numbers Ra 2 f108; 1010g [PoF, 28,
115105 (2016)]. Firstly, DNS at Ra = 108 is used to assess the performance of
eddy-viscosity models such as QR, WALE and the recent S3PQR-models proposed
by Trias et al.[PoF, 27, 065103 (2015)]. The outcomes imply that the eddy-viscosity
modeling smoothes the coarse-grained viscous straining and retrieves fairly well the
eect of the kinetic unltered scales in order to reproduce the coherent large scales.
However, these models fail to approach the exact evolution of the SGS heat ux and
are incapable to reproduce well the further dominant rotational enstrophy pertain-
ing to the buoyant production. Afterwards, the key ingredients of eddy-viscosity,
t, and eddy-diusivity, t are calculated a priori and revealed positive prevalent
values to maintain a turbulent wind essentially driven by the mean buoyant force
at the sidewalls. The topological analysis suggests that the eective turbulent dif-
fusion paradigm and the hypothesis of constant turbulent Prandtl number are only
applicable in the large-scale strain-dominated areas in the bulk. It is shown that
the bulk-dominated rotational structures of vortex-stretching (and its synchronous
viscous dissipative structures) hold the highest positive values of t, however the
zones of backscatter energy and counter-gradient heat transport are related to the
areas of compressed focal vorticity. More arguments have been attained through a
priori investigation of the alignment trends imposed by existing parameterizations
for the SGS heat ux, tested here inside RBC. It is shown that the parameterizations
based linearly on the resolved thermal gradient are invalid in RBC. Alternatively, the
tensor-diusivity approach becomes a crucial choice of modeling the SGS heat ux,
in particular, the tensorial diusivity that includes the SGS stress tensor. This and
other crucial scrutinies on a future modeling to the SGS heat ux in RBC are sought.
a)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I. INTRODUCTION
Buoyancy-driven ows have always been an important subject of scientic studies with
numerous applications in environment and technology. A famous example thereof is the
thermally driven ow developed in a uid layer heated from below and cooled from above,
i.e. Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC)1 (see Figure 1). It approaches many circulations in
nature and industry, such as governing ows in nuclear reactors, solar thermal power plants,
electronic devices, and convection in the atmosphere, oceans and deep mantle. Most of these
ows are ruled by turbulent regime purely sustained by buoyancy, the reason that imparts a
signicant complexity into the ow system. Mainly, the chief dynamics therein such as the
vortical structures and thermal plumes are essentially associated with immanent unsteadi-
ness, energy nonequilibriums, strong pressure uctuations and hardly interacted dierent
size scales of motions2. Following the self-sustained cycle of the plumes, they produce alter-
native nonequilibriums between the buoyant production and the viscous dissipation, which
are mainly compensated by the pressure transport mechanisms3. As a consequence, pre-
dicting the complex coherent dynamics in a turbulent RBC derives formidable challenges,
particularly within the scope of turbulence modeling.
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) has provided a fruitful knowledge about the problem
in the elds of coherent dynamics and turbulence physics4,5. Apart from overcoming the
uncertainties pertaining to the experimental studies, DNS has allowed to investigate and
resolve many queries in RBC at relatively high Rayleigh (Ra) numbers6,7. However, the full
resolution of every generated vortical lament in DNS requires increasing computational
demands with Ra. Therefore, in the foreseeable future, the numerical simulations of hard
turbulent RBC will have to resort to turbulence modeling. An approach which has gained
a considerable attention in the recent years is the Large-eddy simulation (LES). Therein,
only the large-scale energy containing ow is computed directly and the inuence of the
small scale motions, which is assumed as isotropic and universal, is modeled. The key fea-
ture of LES depends on how properly the unresolved subgrid-scale (SGS) of the Reynolds
stress and heat ux terms evolved in the ltered governing equations, are approximated.
Following the prominent assumption of eddy-viscosity, t; modeling, Eidson
8 extended the
well-known Smagorinsky model by including the buoyant production contribution in evalu-
ating t for RBC. His results showed a good consistency with experiments at low numbers
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of Ra, however, for hard turbulent regimes, they start to be occasionally erroneous with
non-real behavior9. Peng and Davidson9, later modied the Eidson's formula to remedy
this problem. They applied the dynamic procedure10,11 to compute the model coecients.
Then, in Ref. 12, they employed the dynamic Smagorinsky model in evaluating t with
the dynamic approach for the turbulent Prandtl number, Prt; used to calculate the eddy-
diusivity, t; (gradient diusion assumption). The dynamic procedure provided results
that agree fairly well with DNS, however, this approach has multiple limitations. Namely,
the averaging procedure in the periodic-directions is necessary in order to prevent numerical
instabilities. This makes the dynamic approach less amenable for geometrically complex
ows. Other authors as Czarnota et al.13 had performed a comparative study using the
dynamic Smagorinsky model and the dynamic scale similarity model for the momentum
equation in RBC. They used the model of Peng and Davidson14 for the SGS heat ux and
showed that the dynamic Smagorinsky model produces occasionally unphysical temperature
values. More recently, Foroozani et al.15 have applied the Lagrangian dynamic technique16
in the Smagorinsky model. The above-mentioned clipping of the dynamic procedure is over-
come in the Lagrangian averaging, however, the procedure entails signicant complexity
and computational cost. In a general perspective, most of the aforesaid strategies of ther-
mal turbulence modeling (LES) are restrained by such complexities, considerable cost and
the necessity to use a dynamic technique in order to precisely follow the interacted scales of
buoyant/strain production. Hence, a critical understanding of the problem dynamics in the
frame of turbulence modeling performance is necessary.
Based on the DNS results, the statistical analysis of the SGS features becomes of great
interest in verifying the assumptions of existing models. It can provide insights into the
underlying physics of the small scale dynamics in the spirit of turbulence models. Hence,
one can note how well the model matches the topological characteristics, e.g. the alignment
trends, of the modeled quantities with respect to the resolved ow structures. In this work,
we rst investigate a posteriori, the performance of LES eddy-viscosity models, such as
WALE, QR and the novel S3PQR17 modeling, in RBC at Ra = 108. Therein, the SGS
heat ux is modeled following the gradient transport hypothesis where the assumption of
constant-Prt, is used. These models possess important properties, such as the simplicity
and the ability to work in complex geometries without limitations. Afterwards, the key
ingredients in the LES models of the eddy-viscosity t, eddy-diusivity t and turbulent
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Prandtl number Prt, are studied a priori. The analysis includes a statistical study of the
underlying ow topology associated with the SGS components. Moreover, we investigate a
priori the performance of SGS heat ux models dened in the frame of the gradient diusion
assumption (the SGS heat ux in aligned against the thermal gradient). Namely, we propose
to judge the behavior of the most used SGS heat ux models such as Peng and Davidson14
and Daly and Harlow18 in the mixed model space, similar to Higgins et al.19. The data set
used is based on our DNS results of an air turbulent RBC at Ra = 108 and 1010, published
in Dabbagh et al.5.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A short description of the DNS
details in the current congurations of RBC is given in Section II. Then, a comparative test
regarding the performance of such well-known eddy-viscosity models in LES is presented in
Section III. Afterwards, a priori study over the SGS components of the Prt is included in
Section IV. The statistical analysis of the SGS heat ux models is addressed in Section V,
and a new approach towards a future modeling of the SGS heat ux in RBC is proposed.
Finally, relevant results are summarized and conclusions are given.
II. DNS DESCRIPTION
We restrict ourselves to a rectangular geometry of aspect ratio unity{squared cross
section{(  = W=H) and longitudinal spanwise open-ended distance L=H =  (see sketch in
Figure 1). The adequacy of the spanwise domain size was studied in Refs. 5 and 20, where it
was found that a size of L=H = , is sucient. L, W and H correspond to the physical real
dimensions of the cavity, identied as, the length, width and the height, respectively. The
cavity is lled with a Newtonian uid of constant thermophysical properties, as the kine-
matic viscosity  and thermal diusivity . The uid is transparent to the radiation with
density variations and compressibility eects neglected. The only exception is the density
variation in the buoyancy forces where the so-called Oberbeck-Boussinesq (OB) approxima-
tion21,22, is used. Following theses assumptions, and in case of negligible thermal radiation
and energy dissipation due to viscosity, the governing equations of continuity, Navier-Stokes
(NS), and thermal energy, are given in non-dimensional form as,
@tu+ (u  r)u =  rp+ (Pr=Ra)1=2r2u+ f ; r  u = 0; (1)
@tT + (u  r)T = (RaPr) 1=2r2T; (2)
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where u = (u; v; w) is the velocity vector in Cartesian coordinates x = (x; y; z), p is the
pressure eld, f = (0; T; 0) is the body force vector and T is the temperature. These
equations formulate the mathematical model that describes the ow dynamics in RBC. All
quantities therein (in Eqs. 1 and 2) are made dimensionless by using the height of the uid
layer H, the temperature dierence between the upper and the lower surfaces, , and the
free-fall velocity, Uref = (gH)
1=2. Meaning that Uref , U
2
ref ,  andH=Uref are used as
the characteristic scales for u, p, T and time t, respectively, where  is the volumetric thermal
expansion coecient, g stands for the gravitational acceleration and  is the uid density.
The cavity is subjected to horizontal bottom and top constant dimensionless temperatures,
Thot = 0:5 and Tcold =  0:5, respectively, while the vertical walls are thermally insulated
(@T=@z = 0). No-slip boundary conditions for the uid (u = 0) are imposed at all the four
solid walls, and periodic boundary conditions are applied for all quantities in the longitudinal
x-direction. The characteristic parameters of the system are introduced within the numbers
of Prandtl Pr = = = 0:7 and Rayleigh, Ra = gH3=, Ra 2 f108; 1010g, and in
responding to that physics, the turbulent heat transport is established and determined by
the Nusselt number, Nu, that is given by
Nu =
p
RaPrhvT iA   @hT iA=@y; (3)
where the angular brackets operator hi indicates the temporal average (likewise it denotes
the ensemble average in the statistical analysis), and the subscript symbol A refers to the
average over the (x-z) plane at position y.
Numerically, Eqs.1 and 2 are spatially discretised on a Cartesian staggered grid using a
nite-volume fourth-order symmetry-preserving scheme23. Regarding the temporal discreti-
sation, a second-order self-adapting explicit scheme is used24. Then, the pressure-velocity
coupling is solved by means of a classical fractional step projection method25. The grids are
constructed with a uniform grid spacing in the periodic x-direction, while the wall-normal
points are distributed following a hyperbolic-tangent function with an equal number of nodes
(Ny = Nz), given in y-direction (identical for z-direction) by
yi =
1
2

1 +
tanhfy(2(i  1)=Ny   1)g
tanh y

; i = 1; : : : ; Ny + 1; (4)
where y is the concentration factor in the y-direction. For more details about the DNS
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procedures the reader is referred to Dabbagh et al.5, and for the numerical methods, algo-
rithms and verication of the DNS code, to Trias et al.26. RBC is normally identied with
predominant thermal and kinetic dissipative small scales which are distributed dierentially
in the near-walls and the bulk regions27. This has always been an important demand to
resolve both areas well in order to properly characterize the ow dynamics. To do so, a
renement approach based on the Grotzbach estimate28 for the Kolmogorov scales, which is
given by
Gro   Pr
1=2
((Nu  1)Ra)1=4 for Pr  1; (5)
has been considered rstly for the low Ra number. By introducing ymax as the maximum
grid spacing applied in the core where ymax = zmax = x, various renement ratios of the
Grotzbach criterion dened as ymax=Gro 2 [1:1! 0:7], have been tested20. Furthermore,
an investigation has been performed in order to reduce the computational cost by maximizing
the equidistant spacing in the periodic x-direction (instead of setting it to x = ymax), at
the same Ra number. The numerical tests in this regard have led to a renement ratio of
ymax=Gro = 0:9, and a coarsening tolerance for the homogeneous cell spacing in the range
x=ymax 2 [1:25 ! 1:5], without losing accuracy. These results have later been used to
choose the proper estimated grid at Ra = 1010 (see table I). On the other hand, the BLs are
resolved with NBL = 9 and 12 grid points for Ra = 10
8 and 1010, respectively. This exceeds
the resolution requirements proposed by Shishkina et al.29 and given, for Pr  0:7, by:
Nth:BL  0:35Ra0:15; 106  Ra  1010; (6)
Nv:BL  0:31Ra0:15; 106  Ra  1010; (7)
where Nth:BL and Nv;BL are the minimum required number of nodes within the thermal and
viscous BLs, respectively.
A summary of the DNS parameters and the relevant Nu results are included in Table I.
The data set used in the present study corresponds to the statistically steady state. In
this case, after at least 500 non-dimensional time units [TU ], the temporal integrations are
started and continue during a suciently converging long periods,  = 500[TU ](Ra = 108)
and 200[TU ](Ra = 1010), respectively (see time series and cumulative average statistics for
T and Trms at two monitoring points in Figure 2). The consecutive snapshots are gathered
over several large eddy turnover times, st (see Table I), to ensure that the results are well-
converged and data is temporally uncorrelated. Note that the large-eddy turnover time is
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encountered in this DNS to last about eddy  7[TU ](Ra = 108) and 5[TU ](Ra = 1010), with
the denition as eddy = H=urms, where urms the root mean square of the velocity in the
bulk. Identically to Ref. 5, the bulk region used in this paper, is dened as Vbulk = fx =
(x; y; z)j0:2  y  0:8; 0:2  z  0:8g.
FIG. 1: Schema of the Rayleigh-Benard conguration studied. Displayed together with a developed
instantaneous temperature eld taken of the DNS at Ra = 1010.
III. LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION MODELS AND FLOW TOPOLOGY
The LES equations result from applying a spatial ltering to the governing equations
(Eqs. 1 and 2), as following
@tu+ (u  r)u =  rp+ (Pr=Ra)1=2r2u+ f  r   ; r  u = 0; (8)
@t T + (u  r) T = (RaPr) 1=2r2 T  r  q; (9)
where u, T and p are respectively the ltered velocity, temperature and pressure. The
ltered large scales above a lter length  in the Kolmogorov equilibrium, and which are
more energetic and boundary conditions dependent, are resolved directly. However, the
SGS turbulence that is assumed to be more isotropic in nature is modeled. Hereafter, the
overbar-terminology () refers to the ltered elds, while the non-overlined terms refer to
DNS elds. The SGS stress tensor  and the SGS heat ux vector q, approximate the eect
9
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FIG. 2: Time series and cumulative average statistics (bold black lines) for T (solid) and Trms (dashed), at
two monitoring points, i.e. in the bulk and near isothermal hot plate for (a) Ra = 108 and (b) Ra = 1010.
of the (small) under-resolved scales,
 ' u
 u  u
 u; (10)
q ' uT   u T ; (11)
and they need to be modeled in order to close the system. The most popular approach is
the eddy-viscosity assumption, where the SGS stress tensor is computed in alignment with
the local strain rate tensor, S = 1=2(ru+rut), i.e.,
   2tS: (12)
In analogy to  , the SGS heat ux is approximated employing the gradient-diusion hy-
pothesis, given as
q   tr T ; (13)
and the Reynolds analogy assumption is applied in evaluating t. Namely, in a turbulent
system the heat ux is assumed to be analogous to the momentum ux and its ratio therefore,
is constant. In this case, the eddy-diusivity, t, is derived from the eddy-viscosity, t, by
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TABLE I: Summary of detailed parameters relevant to the DNS5 and LES, providing the overall Nu
results. DNS and LES are identically dened as (xyz)
1=3
max, NBL refers to the imposed number of
nodes inside the thermal boundary layers, t is the time step, and y = z denotes to the concentration
factor of grid points distribution in the corresponding direction.  indicates the averaging period used to
compute the average ow and the turbulent statistics, whereas st is the number of large eddy turnover
time during which consecutive snapshots are gathered to compute the statistical analysis.
DNS LES (Prt = 0:4)
Ra = 108 Ra = 1010 Ra = 108
Nx Ny Nz Nx Ny Nz Mesh A Mesh B
Mesh 400 208 208 1024 768 768 Nx Ny Nz Nx Ny Nz
y = z 1:4 1:6
120 80 80 168 110 110
y = z 2 2
t[TU ] 1:45 10 3 4:14 10 4 t[TU ] 2:56 10 3 1:46 10 3
[TU ] 500 200 [TU ] 500 500
Gro 1:09 10 2 2:46 10 3 x = (y = z)max 2:62 10 2 1:87 10 2
ymax=Gro 0:7 0:92 (y = z)min 9:62 10 4 6:90 10 4
x=ymax 1:0 1:36 LES 2:62 10 2 1:87 10 2
(y = z)min 8:31 10 4 1:71 10 4
NBL 6 8
Nu
DNS 7:7 10 3 2:50 10 3 No-model 39:2 35:6
NBL 9 12 S3QR 38:0 35:0
st[eddy] 40 10 QR 38:6 35:4
Nu 30:9 128:1
WALE 35:6 33:3
No-modelst [eddy] - 94
S3QRst [eddy]   94
a constant turbulent Prandtl number Prt independent of the instantaneous ow conditions,
as follows
t = t=Prt: (14)
An investigation of the underlying physics of the Prt and its determined constant value
is presented in the next Section IV. In this section, the value of Prt is assigned to the
most used value in literature8, i.e. Prt = 0:4. The t value is evaluated here within a
comparative examination of three eddy-viscosity models such as QR, WALE and the novel
S3PQR models17 proposed by the authors. They all possess a list of desirable properties
based on physical, numerical and practical arguments. For example, positiveness and locality
(all three models), the proper cubic near-wall behavior (WALE and S3PQR), automatically
switching o (t = 0) for 2D ows (S3PQR and QR), they are well-conditioned and do not
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have any intrinsic limitation for statistically inhomogeneous ows (all). On the base of a
combination of invariants of the resolved velocity gradient tensor G  ru, the foregoing
models can be described in a unied framework17. Namely,
S3QRt = (Cs3qr)
2Q 1GGtR
5=6
GGt
; (15)
QRt = (Cqr)
2 jRSj
 QS
; (16)
WALEt = (CW)
2 (V
2
G
=2 + 2Q2G=3)
3=2
( 2QS)5=2 + (V2G=2 + 2Q2G=3)5=4
; (17)
where QGGt = V
2
G
+Q2G and RGGt =  R2G, are the second and the third invariants of the GGt
tensor, respectively. C() is the model's constant determined as Cs3qr = 0:76217, CW =
p
0:530
and Cqr = 1=
p
3=231, and V2G is the L
2-norm of the vortex-stretching vector V2G = j!Sj2.
In a unied terminology, S = 1=2(G + Gt) and 
 = 1=2(G   Gt) are the rate-of-strain and
rate-of-rotation tensors, respectively, where G  ru. Their invariants have an important
physical meaning in identifying coherent structures32{34. For instance, the invariant Q
 =
 1=2tr(
) = 1=4j!j2 is proportional to the enstrophy density and indicates the concentrated
tube-like structures of high vorticity ! = r  u; while the invariant QS =  1=2tr(S2) is
proportional to the local rate of the viscous dissipation,  = 2S : S. They are combined
together to formulate the invariant QG = QS +Q
, as a criterion that determines the areas
related to the enstrophy prevalence (QG > 0), and the dominant viscous dissipation regions
(QG < 0). On the other hand, the third invariant RS =  1=3tr(S3), contributes to the
straining production term and stands with the enstrophy production to compose the third
invariant, RG = RS   tr(
2S). Its sign implies a structural geometrical categorization to
tube-like (RG < 0) and sheet-like (RG > 0) ow patterns
35. As a consequence, critical point
topologies are classied in the (QG; RG) space, following Chong et al.
32 to four main classes
named as, stable focus/stretching, unstable focus/compressing, stable node/saddle/saddle
and unstable node/saddle/saddle structures (see Figure 1 in Ref. 34).
A. A posteriori LES results
For the sake of low computational cost, we restrict our a posteriori analysis to the lowest
turbulent case (Ra = 108). We use two coarse meshes for LES (Mesh A and Mesh B
presented in Table I). The meshes are constructed keeping the same grid points distribution
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as for the DNS but with a coarser spatial resolution. The concentration parameters used
z = y, have been modied in order to increase the boundary layer grid resolution. Regard-
ing the numerical discretisation and algorithms used, all are adopted similarly to the DNS
(Section II), where the same trusty converging periods () are employed. In this regard, it is
worth mentioning that the symmetry-preserving spatial discretisation23 forms an excellent
starting point for LES. Namely, for coarse grids, the convective operator transports energy
from resolved scales of motion to other resolved scales without dissipating any energy, as it
should do from a physical point-of-view. This forms a very solid basis for testing the SGS
models36. Concerning the spatial discretisation of the eddy-viscosity models, the approach
proposed by Trias et al.37 has been used. Table I shows detailed parameters relevant to
LES, along with the DNS parameters, where the overall Nu results given by each model are
presented. The performance of the eddy-viscosity models is assessed by a comparison with
the DNS proles of turbulent statistics such as, the turbulent kinetic energy and heat ux,
averaged in time and homogeneous direction. The proles are extracted at the midwidth
plane (z = 0:5) and represented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, for hki and hv0 T 0i, on
the two grids used, i.e. Mesh A (left) and Mesh B (right). The uctuating quantities of
the resolved elds are denoted here as 0 =    hi. As it can be seen in Figure 3, the
turbulent kinetics are fairly well predicted with the S3QR and WALE models, both in the
bulk and the near-wall areas. They give an enhanced capturing of the kinetics evolution in
comparison with the case of not using any model (the No-model case) at the coarser grid
(Mesh A in Figure 3a). When the grid spacing becomes rened (in Mesh B), the turbulent
energy contained in the unltered scales (SGS) is less. Hence, a subsequent grid renement
should asymptotically drive an LES to DNS and Mesh B is appropriately resolving the
turbulent kinetic quantities in Figure 3b. Regarding the turbulent heat ux, all the models
fail in predicting the uctuated thermals, particularly in the near-wall areas. They seem to
overestimate the turbulent heat ux peak, as shown in Figure 4, which is essentially related
to the role of the thermal plumes in the bulk region (transitional area). As a result, the ob-
tained Nu values are overestimated (see Table I) in all the models. Similar to Figure 3b, the
modeling of turbulent heat ux performs better on the rened grid (Mesh B in Figure 4b).
The eect of the SGS modeling on the coarser grid (Mesh A in Figure 4a) is more notable
than on the rened grid (Mesh B), if we compare it with the No-model case (particularly in
the bulk). Moreover, the more rened grid, the closer behavior between the LES modeling
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and the No-model, till approaching the DNS mesh. Hence, in the case of hard turbulent
regime, i.e. at Ra = 1010, the trustworthy LES grid size is found to be of an excessive level.
The structures at that Ra, have revealed a self-amplication of the (turbulent background)
viscous straining ( QS), and simultaneously of enstrophy (Q
)5. As a result, both buoy-
ant and strain productions take place on scaled-down motions and require very rened grids.
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FIG. 3: Vertical proles of the turbulent kinetic energy hki, taken along the midwidth z = 0:5 plane and
averaged in time and homogeneous x-direction on two grids, Mesh A (a) and Mesh B (b).
In order to explore the underlying inuence of the SGS modeling, we conduct a statistical
analysis related to ow topology classication and dominant small-scale physics for the cases
of DNS, No-model and S3QR modeling. This last one is chosen as a representative LES
modeling since no important dierences among dierent models are observed. To do so, ve
joint probability density function (JPDF) spaces of invariant pairs pertaining to the velocity
gradient tensor, normalized using hQ
i (following Ooi et al.34), have been considered in the
bulk (Vbulk) at Ra = 10
8. The instantaneous data is gathered over adequate converging
periods (No-modelst and 
S3QR
st , in Table I). Firstly, the JPDF of (QG; RG) invariants plotted in
Figures 5a,5b and 5c, reveals the well-known inclined \teardrop" shape as a universal feature
of small-scale turbulence. Meaning that the ne ow patterns obey substantially stable tube-
like vortex stretching structures and unstable sheet-like viscous dissipative structures in the
bulk of RBC, as showed before in Ref. 5. It can be seen from Figure 5c that the S3QR model
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FIG. 4: Vertical proles of the turbulent heat ux hv0 T 0i, taken along the midwidth z = 0:5 plane and
averaged in time and homogeneous x-direction on two grids, Mesh A (a) and Mesh B (b).
successfully reproduces the coherent large-scale structures placed normally near the origin.
It retrieves the eect of the unltered scales at the lter length  and relaxes the spatial
resolution in the dominant structures of tube-like vortex-stretching and sheet-like viscous
dissipation. In contrast, Figure 5b displays highly dispersed distribution with excessive
spatial viscous dissipation in the case of No-model. It reveals the coarse-grained velocity
gradient distribution in the inertial range where the energy transfer is associated with the
large negative straining (RS < 0)
38. In this span, it occurs on the axisymmetric contracted
deformation aligned with the left null-discriminant tent-line (DG = 0) in Figure 5b, or more
evidently its counterpart DS = 0 of (QS; RS) space in Figure 5e. The (QS; RS) map is
particularly useful to analyze the geometry of the local straining of the uid elements. As
a universal aspect of turbulent ows, a strong preference for the zone RS > 0, QS < 0,
indicating a predominance of sheet-like structures to the kinetic energy dissipation, appears
in Figures 5d,5e and 5f. It can be seen the well-smoothing of the small-scale eect retrieved
to the large-scale shear by using the model in comparison with the case of the No-model,
notably near the left DS = 0 line. The ( QS; Q
) map provides physical information about
the dominant ow topologies with respect to the kinetic energy dissipation. The horizontal
line Q
 represents points of high enstrophy but very small dissipation indicating the solid-
body rotational at the center of the vortex tubes, while the vertical line  QS represents
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points of strong dissipation but little enstrophy density to indicate the irrotational straining
outside and away from the vortex tubes. Balanced distribution of Q
 =  QS translates
vortex sheet structures that normally occurs in the boundary layers. As showed in Ref. 5, the
DNS in Figure 5g, manifests that the ow topology is mainly tube-like rotational in the bulk
region, where the highest local value of  QS is smaller than the highest local value ofQ
, and
the JPDF is horizontally shifted towards the long-lived solid-body rotation. This grouping
is reversed in the No-model case due to the high viscous dissipation produced, as shown in
Figure 5h. However, the S3QR modeling displays a subtle balance between the rotational
enstrophy and the strain dissipation in Figure 5i. It restrains the production of further
enstrophy pertained to the buoyancy and thermal plumes in the bulk, and hence it is unable
to capture well the subtle coupling of buoyant production and viscous straining. In fact, this
can give a trend for the eddy-viscosity modeling to work better at very hard turbulent regime
when the turbulent background dissipation is amplied enough (at much harder turbulence,
Ra > 1010). However, in this case, the modeling should keep in consideration two issues: the
good prediction to the orientation of the SGS thermals and the high rened grid sucient
for the scaled-down straining. Finally, the invariants combination (RS   RG=Q
; Q
) and
(RS RG=Q
; QS) spaces in Figure 6, indicate the underlying mechanisms of the vorticity
magnitude to be amplied/reduced by the positive (stretched vortex)/negative (contracted
vortex) sign of the stretching rate (RS   RG)=Q
, in relation to Q
 (enstrophy) and  QS
(strain rate) quantities. The DNS-based JPDF maps are displayed in Figures 6a and 6d, and
show a persistent consistency with the isotropic turbulence behavior studied by Ooi et al.34.
As shown in both Figures, most of the points in the ow have a positive stretching rate, and
the enstrophy production is positive on average5. In Figure 6a, the high stretching rate is
associated with regions of small Q
 implying that there is little evidence of self-stretching by
strong enstrophy structures, as interpreted by Jimenez et al.39. On the contrary, Figure 6d
shows a wider growing of stretching rate with increasing strain  QS up to a certain value.
In general, the magnitude of the stretching rate (stretching/compressing) is associated with
regions of moderate to high  QS34. This in fact was also demonstrated in Dabbagh et al.5,
who emphasized on the local collaborating role of vortex compression (RS   RG < 0) and
strain generation (RS > 0), that always result in a positive contribution to the magnitude of
the vortex-stretching vector. Regarding the S3QR modeling, it gives a rened and smoothed
stretching rate alignment, reproducing the consistent DNS large-scale topology (Figures 6c
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FIG. 5: JPDF of normalized invariants pair on logarithmic scale, for the corresponding DNS (left),
No-model (middle) and S3QR-modeling (right). (QG; RG) in (a,b,c), (QS; RS) in (d,e,f), ( QS; Q
) in
(g,h,i). The data used are extracted from the bulk region at Ra = 108. Coarse-grained simulations
(No-model and S3QR) correspond to Mesh B (see Table I). The dashed tent-lines therein refer to the
corresponding null-discriminants.
and 6f). However, the No-model case produces coarse-grained higher magnitudes for all
quantities, as displayed in Figures 6b and 6e.
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FIG. 6: JPDF of normalized invariants pair on logarithmic scale, for the corresponding DNS (left),
No-model (middle) and S3QR-modeling (right). (Q
; (RS  RG)=Q
) in (a,b,c), and ( QS; (RS  RG)=Q
)
in (d,e,f). The data used are extracted from the bulk region at Ra = 108. Coarse-grained simulations
(No-model and S3QR) correspond to Mesh B (see Table I).
IV. TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER Prt
Turbulent Prandtl number is dened as the ratio between t and t, (Prt = t=t)
indicating the balanced link between the subgrid-scale eects of thermals and kinetics in
a turbulent system. It forms an extremely dicult quantity to measure in experiments,
and intimately depends on the molecular uid properties and the ow parameters40. For
example, in the scope of the most used Reynolds analogy in considering a constant value
of Prt, Kim and Moin
41 gave a range of the turbulent Prandtl number from 0:4 in the
center to 1 near the walls of a forced convection heat transfer air channel ow. Pallares
and Davidson42 claried that just a simple value Prt = 0:4 agrees well with the DNS
and experiments. However, these results were restricted to an air ow (Pr  1). In RBC,
Eidson8 also suggested a value of 0:4 in his model that included the SGS buoyant production
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contribution in evaluating t. In summary, dierent values can be found in the literature
ranging from 0:1 to 1, according to Sagaut43, in addition to the dynamic procedures (time
and space dependent)44 and temperature dependent45 Prt models. The majority are sharing
the behavior of at prole of Prt in the bulk and increased maximum values near the wall
in stratied and buoyancy-driven ows. In the present work, the Prt has been evaluated
a priori using our DNS database. To do so, the right-hand-sides of Eqs. 10 and 11 have
been approximated by the leading term of the Taylor series expansion, i.e.   (2=12)GGt
and q  (2=12)GrT . Then, the values of t and t are obtained using a least square
minimization in Eqs. 12 and 13, as follows
t   (2=12)GG
t : S
2S : S
; t   (2=12)GrT  rTrT  rT : (18)
This can result into a dynamical model of Prt, however with ill-conditioning properties. In
this case, an ensemble temporal average procedure is necessary since it can produce negative
diusion (or eddy-viscosity), which potentially may lead to a blowup in the simulation46,47.
Note that the leading terms of the Taylor series expansion of the SGS stress tensor and the
SGS heat ux have been used. This result is the same for any convolution lter having a
symmetric kernel48, e.g. top-hat, Gaussian lters,... Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning
that the value of lter length  is irrelevant in this analysis because it cancels out when
computing the Prt and normalizing t and t. Plotting the averaged temporal-(x; z) proles
of these estimations, i.e., htiA, htiA and Prt = htiA=htiA in Figure 7, various attributes
can be observed. Mainly and in consistency with the literature, the turbulent Prandtl
number reveals a similar behavior by taking a constant value through the bulk Prt 
0:55 that increases near the walls toward numbers larger than 1. Interestingly the value
of Prt seems to be independent of Ra, and corresponds fairly well to the most popular
literature value (Prt = 0:4). The proles of the htiA and htiA are positively skewed
in average near the walls in agreement with the a priori analysis results of Kimmel et
al.49 and the dynamic models of Peng and Davidson9. Its distribution shape is relatively
close to that one found in Peng and Davidson9, taking into account the dierence of the
laterally conned domain and the higher turbulent regime considered here. Indeed, the
ndings of Burr et al.50 also proposed the average positive prevalence of the turbulent energy
production, i.e., positive t. They claimed in consequence, that the mean ow is driven by
the mean buoyant forces and not by the Reynolds stresses associated with the turbulent
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uctuations (negative turbulent energy production and energy transport from uctuations
to the mean ow)50. A clearer picture can be attained from the averaged temporal-x plane of
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FIG. 7: Vertical proles of the averaged time and (x; z) plane of t and t, evaluated from Eq. 18 and
normalized by its maximals, and the consequent Prt.
hti and hti, shown in Figure 8 at Ra = 108 (the case that is clearer characterized by long-
lived evolution of thermal plumes before getting shed in the bulk5). Therein, both terms
reveal negative values limited in the corners of the lateral adiabatic sidewalls. Note that
negative values of hti correspond to counter-gradient heat transport essentially generated
by two mechanisms: one is due to the bulk dynamics and the other is due to the competition
between the corner-ow rolls and the large-scale circulation51. The highest positive values of
hti correspond to the tilted plumes traveling in groups within the vicinities of the sidewalls
where the hti values are very small (almost zero). While, next to the thermal BLs, hti
presents high positive magnitudes in regions of the impinging bulk dynamics (mixing action
or the opposite-side plumes) to concentrate with four peaks of hti in the four corners (see
Figure 8, left). Such similar contours are observed in the case of Ra = 1010 with much
ner patterns of high negative and positive values in the near-wall vicinities. In conclusion,
one can argue that the coherent mean mechanism in the current congurations obeys a
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positive SGS eddy-viscosity and a turbulent wind driven by the mean buoyant forces at
the sidewalls50. The buoyant sidewall-ow is mostly characterized by incorporating groups
of swept rising-hot and falling-cold thermal plumes that were claimed to convey Reynolds
stresses diverging52. These groups are eventually combined and produce buoyancy-driven
upward/hot and downward/cold mean streams at one side and its opposite. This mean
sidewall circulation becomes reduced signicantly in the higher turbulent case at Ra = 10105.
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FIG. 8: Averaged time and homogeneous x-direction planes of t (left) and t (right), evaluated from
Eq. 18 and normalized by its maximals.
In order to gain a quantitative understanding of the local underlying physics relevant to
the SGS turbulence, the dominant ow topology associated with the positive and negative
values of t and t, has been investigated. Similarly to many other turbulent ows
33{35
the small scale motions in turbulent RBC have manifested the inclined \teardrop" shape
of the JPDF of invariants (QG; RG), through the bulk
5(see Section IIIA). On condition of
the \teardrop" distribution, the mean values of the eddy-viscosity and eddy-diusivity are
plotted in Figures 9a and 9b, through the bulk at Ra = 108. In other words, following
the most probable JPDF of QG and RG invariants, the average values of t and t, i.e.,
htj(QG; RG)i and htj(QG; RG)i, are represented by a coloring in (QG; RG) space. The plots
are obtained on the base of sucient statistical samples (> 150 per bin) in each pair of
(QG; RG) values. Furthermore, the invariants are normalized using hQ
i (following Ooi et
al.34), and the SGS magnitudes are normalized by its maximum values (likewise Figures 7
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and 8). From Figure 9b, it is evident that the highest positive values of t hold unstable
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FIG. 9: hti (a) and hti (b), conditioned on (QG; RG) invariants space and normalized by its maximals.
The results are obtained from the case of Ra = 108 through the bulk (Vbulk), and the dashed tent-lines
refer to the null-discriminant DG = 0 in (a) and (b). (c) Displays structures of sheet-like straining (colored
green and identied by QG <  14:29 and RG > 0) and tube-like vortex-stretching (colored black and
identied by QG > 14:29 and RG < 0), inside and outside the hot plumes (gray volumes). The section is
taken from instantaneous elds at Ra = 108.
sheet-like strain-dominated areas (QG < 0 and RG > 0). This exactly matches the obser-
vation of Chumakov53, who performed a priori study of the SGS ux of a passive scalar in
isotropic homogeneous turbulence. He claimed that the eective turbulent diusion paradigm
is only applicable in the strain-dominated areas, with more frequency around the right null-
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discriminant line (DG = 27=4R
2
G+Q
3
G = 0). This explains the ability of the counter-gradient
models (such as Eq. 13) to provide a feasible, but crude, average approximation to the SGS
scalar ux for large LES cell sizes53 (note the enhanced function of LES models on the
coarser grid, i.e. Mesh A, in Section IIIA). The eective turbulent eddy-diusivity occupy
the viscous dissipative structures, which are presumed to be the mean sheet-like parts of the
mushroom-like plumes elongated and scattered in the bulk (see Figure 9c). These sheets
wrap around the tube-like vortex-stretching structures (Figure 9c) where the value of the tur-
bulent diusion t is decreasing towards very small values in the stretching core (Figure 9b).
Alternatively, the highest positive values of t obey the structures of focal concentrated en-
strophy (QG > 0; RG < 0) and the synchronous strain-dominated areas (QG < 0; RG > 0), as
can be seen in Figure 9a. The turbulent viscosity appears to follow the small scale prevalent
dynamics with positive value domination, in harmony with the fact that the ow topology is
mainly tube-like rotational in the bulk region, as revealed in Section IIIA. Indeed, the asso-
ciation of negative eddy-viscosity regions with an increased anisotropy in RBC, was outlined
before by Liberzon et al.54. This, in turn, supports our ndings since the turbulence type
in the core region of RBC is always comparable, in statistical aspects, with the isotropic
nature5. Note that both SGS features maintain negative values in the areas of focal vortex
contraction (QG > 0; RG > 0), which play an important role in the turbulence amplication
(non-linear advection) and the kinetic cascade energy mechanism. This proposes the sus-
tainment of the backscatter kinetic energy55 and the counter-gradient buoyancy ux in the
areas of compressed vortex tubes through the bulk. Finally, both t and t are interestingly
positive and hold an identical distribution in the large-scale strain-dominated regions. This
may lead us to the theory that the constant turbulent Prandtl number hypothesis (linear
assumptions) is only applicable in that area.
One can support this from the distribution of the turbulent Prandtl number conditioned
on (QS; RS) space, i.e., Prt = htj(QS; RS)i=htj(QS; RS)i, in Figure 10. The allocation
of the most bulk-dominated value i.e., Prt = 0:55, in the strain-dominated areas, can
be observed. It concentrates close to the axisymmetric expansion (right tent-line of null-
discriminant straining DS = 27=4R
2
S+Q
3
S = 0) where the local geometry of dissipation takes
the sheet-like structures. Note also that Prt = 0 when RS = 0, at which the ow is mostly
identied as two-dimensional.
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FIG. 10: Prt = hti=hti conditioned on (QS; RS) invariants space. The results are obtained from the case
of Ra = 108 through the bulk (Vbulk), and the dashed tent-line refer to the null-discriminant DS = 0.
V. A PRIORI STUDY OF THE SGS HEAT FLUX MODELS
Most of the parameterizations used in LES of RBC are based on the assumption that the
SGS heat ux is aligned against the spatial gradient of the resolved temperature (Eq. 13).
Typically these parameterizations are tested by implementing them in model runs, and com-
paring the outcome of the simulations a posteriori, with the available data. The modeled
results will be of integrated nature including a limited accuracy of the temporal and spatial
numerical discretisation used. Hence, the assessment of models performance a posteriori,
sometimes may not provide the needed insight into the physical robustness of the param-
eterizations. A more direct approach, a priori testing, can allow an excellent judgment
on the validity of existing models. It can provide valuable data to test the behavior of
the models and eventually can help to improve them. Such examples on testing the SGS
scalar modelings can be found in studying the alignment trends of the SGS passive scalar
in isotropic turbulence53, and similarly in the atmospheric boundary layer19. In this con-
text, we study the geometric alignment trends of the SGS heat ux vector q derived from
the Taylor series expansion46 in comparison with q parameterizations. This derivation is
generic for a wide class of symmetric lters dened in real space such as the Gaussian, the
top-hat and (almost) all the discrete lters56. The spatial derivatives make the SGS ux
invariant under the change of sign of large-scale components, and which in turn allows the
reversibility dynamics56. Generally, using the rst two terms of the Taylor series expansion
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for a Gaussian lter56, applied to our DNS database, we obtain an accurate prediction of q,
as follows
q  
2
12
GrT + 
4
288
0BBB@
H(u) : H(T )
H(v) : H(T )
H(w) : H(T )
1CCCA ; ( q) (19)
where H() = rr is the Hessian of a scalar eld . Similarly, on the base of the down
temperature gradient closure, the classical parameterizations for q in LES, such as the
Smagorinsky eddy-diusivity model57, can be approximated as
q   tPr 1t rT =  (Cs)2Pr 1t jSjrT ( qeddy); (20)
where Cs is the model's constant, and the tensor diusivity (or nonlinear) model
46, is ap-
proached (taking the rst term of Eq. 19) as
q  
2
12
GrT ( qnl): (21)
Both Eq. 20 and 21, are combined linearly in the so-called mixed model19, as
q  
2
12
(GrT   jSjrT ) ( qmix); (22)
where  is the ratio of corresponding model coecients.
Similarly to the approach proposed by Higgins et al.19, we construct the same space of the
so-called \mixed model span"19, dened as the plane containing the vectors (qeddy, qnl), and
the normal to the mixed span qeddy  qnl. A sketch of the geometry and denition of angles
used is presented in Figure 11b. In this framework, we consider q (derived in Eq. 19) as
the actual SGS heat ux, evaluated from the DNS database, and we study its alignments in
that space. To do so, the JPDF of the angles  and , dened together with , as
 = cos 1

(qeddy  qnl)  q
jqeddy  qnljjqj

;  = cos 1

qeddy  qp
jqeddyjjqpj

;  = cos 1

qeddy  qnl
jqeddyjjqnlj

; (23)
is plotted on the unit sphere. qp is the projection of the heat ux onto the plane spanned
by the mixed model, i.e. the portion of heat ux that can be expressed by the mixed model.
This JPDF quanties the relative frequency of orientations of the SGS heat ux vector
in respect to the dened coordinates. In addition, a single probability density function
(PDF) of  is shown at the bottom of each plot to characterize the alignment of the tensor
diusivity vector qnl with respect to the eddy-diusion vector qeddy. The lower turbulent
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regime at Ra = 108 within the bulk (Vbulk) has been considered since no signicant changes
are observed respecting Ra = 1010. We rstly examine the inuence of the characteristic
length-scale, , and the high-order spatial derivatives, i.e. the second term in Eq. 19, in
Figure 11. Two dierent length-scale i.e.  = 2DNS and 8DNS, are chosen where DNS is
the maximum DNS grid size dened in Table I. One can clearly note the inuence of  in
reducing the eect of the Hessian multiplication (Figures 11a and 11c). From Figure 11d,
the high-order derivatives tend to diuse the direction of the SGS heat ux towards the
normal to the span mixed model, but with a maintenance of maximal alignment within that
span. This coincides to some extent with the ndings of Higgins et al.19 that reported the
validity of the mixed-model span in describing the most likely orientations of the measured
SGS heat ux in the lower atmosphere. Similarly here, the SGS heat ux points its nonlinear
approach (Eq. 21) with shifted preferential orientations towards the equatorial plane dened
as a linear combination of qnl and qeddy (Figure 11c). Note that the JPDF is symmetric
about the equator and just the front part of the unit sphere which contains the peak of the
PDF is shown. On the other hand, our results are also in perfect harmony with the align-
ment outcomes of the SGS passive scalar in isotropic homogeneous turbulence53. Therein,
the SGS ux is approached following Eq. 21 in a priori analysis, and found to be misaligned
with the vector of the resolved gradient (Eq. 20), similarly shown at the bottom of each plot
in Figure 11. In conclusion, one can corroborate the failure of the isotropic eddy-diusivity
parameterization (qeddy) in turbulent RBC. It can be argued that the rotational geometries
Q
 are prevalent in the bulk over the strain slots and 
 = G  S is an antisymmetric tensor
that thus rotates the thermal gradient vector to be almost perpendicular to qnl (note also
that t is almost zero in regions of focal concentrated enstrophy as shown in Section IV).
Apart from that, the physical nature of the problem imposes a streamwise component of
buoyant production as a SGS heat ux which is separated and should not be vanished by
the (mean) large-scale thermal gradient components in the bulk2.
In the same unied framework, we consider the constitutive relation of Daly and Har-
low18 based on the averaged Reynolds stresses in modeling the SGS heat ux within RANS
(Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) method, and which has been justied as a reasonable
assumption for locally-averaged ows in Chumakov53. Namely, by employing the same ap-
proximation as in Section IV for the ltered-scale stress, i.e.   (2=12)GGt, Daly and
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FIG. 11: JPDF of the angles (; ) dened in Eqs. 23, and plotted on a half of unit sphere to exhibit the
orientation trends of q in the space of the mixed model. (a) Shows the alignment trends when the
length-scale  = 2DNS , (c) represents the case of  = 8DNS and (d) displays the case of
fH(u) : H(T );H(v) : H(T );H(w) : H(T )g. The PDF of  is shown along the bottom strip of each chart. A
sketch of denitions the angles used in the data analysis is presented in (b). For comparative and
simplicity reasons the JPDF and PDF magnitude are normalized by its maximals.
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Harlow model18 is approached in a priori test, as
q   TSGSrT =  
2
12
jSj 1GGtrT ( qDH); (24)
where TSGS = 1=jSj is an appropriate SGS timescale53. Moreover, the model proposed by
Peng and Davidson14 that also invokes a tensorial eddy-diusivity as in Ref. 18. Instead, 
is estimated by the eddy-viscosity model, i.e.,    2tS, and TSGS / 2=t, yielding to
q  Ct2SrT ( qPD); (25)
where Ct is a model coecient. The ability of the last two parameterizations is investigated
in the same mixed model coordinates. Namely, we replace q in Figure 11 by its estimated
vectors and observe the dominant orientations resulted by the models in relevant to the mixed
model space. As shown in Figure 12, it seems that both parameterizations are preferentially
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FIG. 12: The same JPDF charts represented in Figure 11, however, q is replaced by (a) Daly and Harlow
relation18 (qDH) and (b) Peng and Davidson model14 (qPD).
pointing in the span of the mixed model, similar to the actual SGS heat ux q. This
conrms the fairly good validity of the mixed model in turbulent RBC. It is interesting to
note that the assumption of Daly and Harlow ,qDH , gives a better prediction and closely
approaches the direction of qnl. In contrast, the straining diusivity assumption of Peng and
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Davidson model, qPD, points towards the direction of the linear model, qeddy, and thus it
can be worse/less applicable in RBC. This is not so strange and supports the collaborating
sustainment of the streamwise SGS heat ux with the thermal gradient in the presence of
dominant shear stress. In order to give a clear explanation, the alignment of the thermal
gradient vector is studied in the space of rate-of-strain eigenframe, in Figure 13a. The
three orthogonal eigendirections (s1, s2, s3) therein, represent the eigenvectors of S, in
correspondence to the three eigenvalues (S1; 
S
2; 
S
3). Since the velocity eld is divergence-
free, S1 + 
S
2 + 
S
3 = 0, and the eigensystem can be ordered 
S
1 > S2 > S3 with S1 > 0
(extensive eigendirection) and S3 6 0 (compressive eigendirection), and S2 is either positive
or negative. It can be seen from Figure 13a, that the rT vector aligns very well with the
most contracting (negative) eigendirection of the resolved strain, i.e. s3, in consistency with
the ndings in Refs. 19 and 53. qDH gives somewhat an \ideal" model53 that accurately
predicts the SGS heat ux direction in turbulent RBC (Figure 12a), similarly shown for
passive scalar of isotropic turbulence53. This model gives good prediction in the inertial
range of LES lters, both in terms of direction and magnitude of the SGS ux vector. The
time scale that adjusts the correct ux magnitude is based on the resolved strain. The model
has an advantage of not requiring any additional transport equations or additional ltering, it
does not have any user-adjustable constant53. In an identical manner to the passive scalar,
Figure 13b displays the preferential correspondence of qnl direction with the direction of
the most extensive eigenvector GG
t
1 of the SGS stress approached as,   (2=12)GGt
(corresponds to the highest eigenvalue GG
t
1 ). This argues the essential connection between
the SGS heat ux and  in RBC, and the very well accurate prediction of  using the GGt
tensor. Note that the rst invariant of GGt tensor, i.e. PGGt = 2(Q
 QS), identies directly
the dominant rotational focal enstrophy over the dissipation in the bulk. Moreover, its second
invariant QGGt = V
2 + Q2G also bears the L
2-norm of the vortex-stretching vector and the
dominant focal tube-like structures in the bulk, in RBC. In consequence, the assumption of
qDH is highly sensitive to the subtle dominant topology, including the rotation by buoyant
production, which becomes tightly interacted with the viscous straining. In conclusion,
the tensor-diusivity approach (derived from the tensor-viscosity) is a crucial choice in the
parameterization of the SGS heat ux in turbulent RBC, and the quality of modeling the
SGS stress  becomes the primary concern.
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FIG. 13: (a) Alignment trends of the temperature gradient vector ,rT , in the rate-of-strain eigenframe.
(b) Displays the PDF of the cosine of the angles between the SGS heat ux approached from the nonlinear
model qnl and the three eigenvectors GG
t
i of the SGS stress   (2=12)GGt.
Another candidate for the SGS heat ux parameterization can be sought in the light of the
small-scale dynamics in turbulent RBC, recently studied in Dabbagh et al.5. Therein, a novel
second-order tensor, G = r(uT ) dened as the velocity-times-temperature gradient tensor,
was proposed. It directly discloses the small-scale kinetic-thermal interactions and buoyant
production of thermal plumes. It was also shown the relative ability of jGj in identifying the
intensive dissipation of heat ux which deeply characterizes the action of thermal plumes.
On the base of that outcome, we can consider the second-order tensor GG
t
 (or its invariants
and eigenvectors) as a possible candidate in approaching the tensorial turbulent-diusion in
RBC. Firstly, it is useful to derive the formulation of this tensor as a combination of various
essential tensors, as
GG
t
 = T
2GGt + Gr T 
 u T + u T 
 Gr T + u
 ujr T j2: (26)
Upon this formulation, one can outline a set of important properties pertaining to GG
t
, as
following: [P1] It depends on the resolved elds that provide the condition of locality. [P2]
Its trace contributes directly to the evolution of thermal plumes and buoyant production
since tr(GG
t
) =
G : G = jGj2, i.e. the L2-norm of G5. [P3] It is a symmetric positive-
denite second-order tensor with real positive eigenvalues and invariants. From a numerical
point-of-view, this can support to some extent the desirable guarantee of stability. [P4]
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It includes terms of accurate approximations (leading terms of Taylor series expansion) to
the ltered-scale stress, GGt, the SGS heat ux, Gr T , and the SGS temperature variance,
jr T j2, embedding a combination of chief terms, which compose into the implicit algebraic
formulation of the SGS heat ux14. This formulation is derived from the transport equation
of q by considering the production term as an actual representative term to the SGS heat
ux dissipation, and thus q is assumed to be proportionally invoked to that term. [P5]
The components of GG
t
 impose paramount interactions between the subgrid and supergrid
(large-scale) features, such as the turbulent heat ux ,Gr T , with the local large-scale heat
transport ,u T , that in turn are not trivial in RBC. Indeed, many studies such as Togni et
al.3, have displayed the inherent multi-scale mechanical energy and temperature variance
budgets that occur in RBC. They gave a compound description on the inter-scale energy
transfer of production/dissipation, by means of the mechanisms of buoyancy, pressure and
inertial transport, between the bulk and the near-wall regions.
In order to test the validity of GG
t
 tensor, let us investigate the alignment trends in relevant
to the mixed model coordinates, just identically to the other models. To do so, we propose
a possible parameterization of the SGS heat ux, given as follows
q   2jrT j 2jSj 1GGtrT ( qGG
t
); (27)
and plot its properties, similarly done in Figures 12a and 13b. The new parameteriza-
tion ,qGG
t
 , seems to roughly follow the behavior of qDH (Figure 12a). As can be seen
in Figure 14b, the model preferentially points towards qnl, identically to qDH ; however, it
additionally implicates higher diusive orientation perpendicular to the span mixed model,
just similar to the eect of the higher-order Hessian term in q (Figure 11d). This may be a
result of the misalignment between rT and GrT persistent in RBC, under the interactions
between the large and small scales of motions. Meaning that the multiplications of the
two terms, GrT 
 uT and uT 
 GrT (in GGt formulation) by rT , as a part of the new
model, qGG
t
 formulation, can play a major role in diverging the model's orientation from
GrT direction (misaligned with the thermal gradient). Therefore, the tensor GGt stan-
dalone may give better eectiveness using its invariants and eigenvectors. Figure 14a shows
the very good alignment between qnl and the highest positive (most extensive) eigenvector

GG
t

1 . This manifests the good prediction of the buoyant production direction using a pos-
itive amplication of jGj, i.e., the highest eigenvalue GG
t

1 . At the end, one can suggest
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FIG. 14: (a) Displays the PDF of the cosine of the angles between the SGS heat ux approached from the
nonlinear model qnl and the three eigenvectors 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t
 tensor, and (b) is the JPDF representation
identical to Figure 12 with the parameterization qGG
t
 , instead.
in fairly good argument that the tensor GG
t
, which takes into account various essential
terms, including GGt (contribution to Daly and Harlow assumption), to be the key ingre-
dient of modeling the SGS thermal turbulence in RBC. A posteriori assessment to such an
appropriate use of GG
t
 tensor will be an essential topic in our future research plans.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Using our DNS database5, a priori study of the underlying topological properties of
the SGS features and alignment trends of existing turbulent heat ux parameterizations
in LES, have been performed for turbulent Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC). The data
corresponds to an air-lled rectangular cell of aspect ratio unity and  spanwise open-ended
distance5. Two Rayleigh numbers have been studied, Ra 2 f108; 1010g, however due to the
similarity, the low turbulent regime has been the most considered case. Generally, the main
conclusions are threefold.
Firstly, a limitation in using LES eddy-viscosity models, such as WALE, QR and the
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recent S3QR17 is found in turbulent RBC. It is based on a posteriori assessment and topo-
logical analysis of the models performance applying the assumption of constant turbulent
Prandtl number Prt = 0:4. The t-models have shown a fairly well prediction of turbulent
kinetics on coarse grids. They retrieve the eect of the unltered scales to relax the spatial
resolution in the dominant structures of vortex-stretching and viscous dissipation. Partic-
ularly, they smooth well the coarse-grained viscous dissipation associated with the energy
transfer which occurs on the large negative contracting deformation in the inertial subrange.
However, these models fail in capturing the subtle coupling between buoyant production
and viscous straining. They restrain the production of further enstrophy pertained to the
buoyancy and thermal plumes in the bulk and hence they overestimate the SGS heat ux
and the overall Nu. The topological analysis, on the other hand, has corroborated the
consistency of the bulk topologies in RBC with an isotropic turbulence34.
Secondly, a priori investigations on the underlying physics of the SGS key ingredi-
ents i.e. t, t and Prt have revealed that the mean values of t and t are intrinsically
positive in turbulent RBC at the current congurations. Upon that, it is claimed that
the turbulent wind is mostly driven by the mean buoyant forces at the sidewalls (hot as-
cending and cold descending streams) and not by the turbulent uctuations (Reynolds
stress and negative turbulent energy production). The obtained turbulent Prandtl number,
Prt = hti=hti has displayed a nearly constant value of 0:55 across the bulk, independently
of the Ra magnitude. The highest positive values of turbulent diusion, t, are found to
hold the sheet-like strain-dominated areas. They contribute to the mean expanded parts
of the thermal plumes in the bulk wrapped around the vortex tubes. Instead, the high-
est positive values of t obey the focal concentrated enstrophy in accompaniment to the
strain-dominated regions. They follow in this positiveness the behavior of the small-scale
dynamics and the domination of the tube-like rotation in the bulk, similarly to an isotropic
turbulence. Both SGS features are found to maintain negative values corresponding to the
energy backscatter (t < 0) and counter-gradient heat transport (t < 0) in the compressed
vortical structures through the bulk. Upon these observations, it has been suggested that
the eective turbulent diusion paradigm and eddy-viscosity approach (linear assumption
of constant Prt) are only applicable in the strain-dominated areas in turbulent RBC.
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Thirdly, a priori testing on the validity of existing SGS heat ux models has been newly
performed in RBC. The study has involved the investigation of the geometric alignment
trends of the most likely relative orientation imposed by the models. Firstly, it is found
that the actual SGS heat ux (derived using the rst two terms of the Taylor series ex-
pansion) points inside the span of the mixed model. That span is dened as the plane
containing linear combination of the tensor-diusivity vector, qnl (Eq. 21), and the eddy-
diusion vector, qeddy (Eq. 20). This, in turn, has certied the validity of the mixed model
in RBC, similarly as in the atmospheric boundary layer19. The nonlinear tensor-diusivity
model, qnl, is very likely to be misaligned with the thermal gradient, qeddy. It has been
argued that the rotational geometries Q
 are prevalent in the bulk over the strain slots, and
the rate-of-rotation tensor 
 is a skew-symmetric tensor that rotates the thermal gradient
vector to be always normal to qnl. This has eventually led to that the parameterizations
linearly aligned against the spatial thermal gradient, qeddy, are invalid in RBC. Instead,
the tensorial eddy-diusivity approach is a crucial choice in modeling the SGS heat ux.
In this framework, the most used models of Daly and Harlow18 parameterization, qDH
(Eq. 24), and the straining diusivity Peng and Davidson14, qPD (Eq. 25), parameteri-
zation, have been tested a priori. Both models are found to be preferentially pointed in
its orientation inside the span mixed model. The thermal gradient vector tends to align
fairly well with the contracting eigendirection of the rate-of-strain tensor and hence the
parameterization qPD is shown to be less applicable in RBC. In contrast, the qDH closely
approaches the direction of qnl in the mixed model coordinates and the SGS heat ux is
found to coincide preferentially the direction of the most extensive eigenvector of GGt tensor.
Finally, a new approach of using GG
t
 tensor in modeling the SGS thermal turbulence in
RBC, has been suggested. It contains a combination of chief components, including the GGt
tensor, owning properties similar to the implicit algebraic formulation of the SGS heat ux.
Following a priori examination of one candidate q   2jrT j 2jSj 1GGtrT , it is found
that the new model performs almost similar to qDH , that in turn encourages its application.
A posteriori throughout investigations on the appropriate use of GG
t
 tensor in modeling
the SGS heat ux in RBC, will be our primary concern in the future.
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